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. . . Josh and Chris realized that perhaps Alyssa meant
something else when she said the SOURCE needed a "feminine touch."

Female Jumbos:
TAKE BACK THE PRESS!
Put your photography, writing, editing, arts, humor, cartoon,
business, and layout skills to work. New members are welcome at
any of our weekly meetings, Tuesdays at 9:00 PM in the
Campus Center’s Zamparelli Room.

For more information, call Alyssa at 627-7408
or e-mail us: SOURCE@sardonyx.tufts.edu
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From the Editor
THE PRIMARY SOURCE

Stir Crazy
L

ast Thursday evening, I was honored to receive not one, but two
phone calls from Daily news writers.
Though I usually do not consider myself a public figure, both reporters were
seeking my comment as Editor-in-Chief
of the SOURCE . The first Dailyite wanted
to know my opinion about the recognition of the new Marxist group on campus. I responded that I was happy to see
another student group be recognized
by the TCUJ, and that I welcomed a
fresh perspective to the campus political arena. I also pointed out to him that
other groups on campus are subsidiaries of larger organizations—Oxfam
Collective and the newly-recognized
United Leaders both receive support
from larger national associations.
No more than five minutes later, I
received my second phone call. It was
another Daily reporter, also wishing to
hear my point of view on the “Socialist
Club.” “I think they’re called ‘Tufts
Friends of the Spartacus Youth Club,’”
I answered, trying to delay the inevitable. But the rookie reporter persisted,
asking me for a quote. I responded that
I had just supplied the Daily with a
summary of my feelings, and recommended that he call his fellow newsman for my exact words. But this young
and over-enthusiastic crack reporter
persisted, and eventually I repeated
myself. He then questioned me as to
which other members of my staff would
be available for comment. I suggested
that he call someone who was actually
present at the group's meeting or involved with the Spartacus Youth Club
itself.
I will fail to comment on the obvious lack of communication which must
occur at the Daily—how unprofessional
it is for two reporters to solicit the same
quote from the same source, and then
include that quote in two separate articles. However, I feel it is high time to
address the egregious pigeonholing of
our staff as purveyors of right-wing
sound bites. T HE P RIMARY S OURCE is not
a single, homogenous entity. We are a

magazine with a staff of many individuals, whose opinions differ more
often than not. Likewise, we are not in
existence to provide other media organizations with a point of view in constant opposition to that of the rest of the
campus. We are not in pursuit of endless conflict, rather, we are simply engaged in our mission to publish truth
without sorrow.
Some campus issues are subject to
widespread support, or at least a lack of
controversy. It behooves publications
not to create brouhaha where there is
none—hoping to stir up the ire of campus leftists with a well-chosen interjection from the S OURCE . In this particular case, the Daily solicited opinion from four of our staff members on
a single news topic (never mind the
fact that the issue was one which did
not concern The Primary Source). This
reveals a deep-seated desire to incite
campus conflict, rather than report the
news as it occurs.
Similarly, a recent advertisement
for TUTV’s new show “On Campus
Live” hawks a upcoming televised debate between the S OURCE and the Tufts
Socialists. In past years, it may have
been possible to rely on members of
the Source to step over the line—to
make inflammatory statements on any
topic of interest. Familiarity breeds contempt, however, and politically-savvy
S OURCE members now know better than
to leave their opinions at the mercy of
the editing skills of Tufts’ media moguls.
The members of our staff enjoy a
good debate, and we publish our views
in twenty-four pages, every two weeks.
We do not exist to create controversial
fodder for campus news media, but to
publish political and social commentary as we see fit. And for those of you
who really want to know our opinion
. . . keep reading.
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We swear we are
not making this up.
On a recent trip to Tisch library, we found something surprising. It was a book. Specifically, it was the 1983 Tufts yearbook:
"The Twilight On The Hill." While flipping through the pages in search of a 19-year-old Hank Azaria, we found this gem,
further proof that those who do not remember the past are condemned to repeat it. To wit: the entire 1983 Elections Board,
composed entirely of what appears to be Charlie Brown with an afro.

Everything You Always Wanted to Know About
*But Everyone Else Was Afraid to Tell You

SM

THE PRIMARY SOURCE

*

Tufts

Get the finest (not to mention most forthright and telling)
account of affairs at Tufts and elsewhere delivered to your doorstep.
For a tax-deductible contribution of $30 or more you can receive a full
academic year’s subscription via first class delivery.
YES, I’ll gladly support Tufts’ Journal of Conservative Thought!
Enclosed is my contribution in the amount of $
.

Name
Address
City, State, ZIP

SM

Make checks payable to:
THE PRIMARY SOURCE
Mayer Campus Center
Tufts University
Medford, MA 02155
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Commentary
Mail Fraud

E

ach ear it happens: students begin to gripe about the mailroom.
When school first opened there was no one to deliver mail to
the dorms. Students couldn’t get checks, credit cards, or bills. More
importantly, students were unable to receive package slips informing them that their packages had arrived; important university
documents were not delivered to students on time. Many seniors
did not receive their letters regarding degree sheets on time, thereby
forcing an extension of the deadline so that seniors could get the
forms in on time. The mailroom should not be the source of these
kinds of problems.
After mail began to be delivered to dorms, the package room
showed itself to be the most inefficient department on this campus.
For most of the first few weeks, there were two or three people
working to get people packages. But whenever students went to
retrieve packages, only one person would be serving them. The
other two would be accepting new packages and making an
inventory of the newly delivered items. The lines outside the
package room were, at times, an hour long. Although the line might
only have 25 people in it, it took the one person behind the counter
a few minutes to find each package. Students often had to leave the
line so they would not be late for class.
The problem, however, is not the people working in the
mailroom. They have done an extraordinary job considering the
resources at their disposal. The problem is that the mailroom is
extremely understaffed to handle the influx of packages that arrive
at the beginning of each year. After more than four years of this
problem, one would think the administrators in charge of overseeing mailroom operations would learn a few things. They haven’t.
The mailroom this year, as in years past, has been plagued by huge
lines that sometimes necessitate waiting more than an hour. The
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solution to this problem should be obvious to any high school
graduate, and one can only wonder whether a high school diploma
is a requirement for employment as an administrator at Tufts.
Since the administration has failed to address the problem—
either from lack of intelligence or not caring about the students—
the PRIMARY SOURCE would like to offer a solution. Hire part-time
workers for the mailroom for the first two months of the school
year. That way, you can have four or five people getting packages
for people while two or three do inventory instead of having one
getting packages and two doing inventory. Hiring part-time workers or students to do it for the first two months would not cost the
school an excessive amount of money. If for some reason Tufts
thinks the seven dollar an hour wage for four extra workers for two
months would be too much to spend, then we can always pay for it
by dropping a task force.

Money Talks

O

n October fifth, the Supreme Court heard arguments on the
Constitutionality of campaign finance reform. The PRIMARY
SOURCE stands firmly behind the conservative principles of freedom of speech and expression. In that vein, the SOURCE is strongly
opposed to any limits on campaign donations on the grounds that
forbidding such donations is a violation of the free speech and free
expression provisions of the First Amendment.
The case has the liberal New York Times in a tizzy. So much so
that an October fourth editorial states that the only real speech issue
at hand “is whether big contributors will continue to have a greater
say in the nation’s business than ordinary citizens.” It grieves the
PRIMARY SOURCE to see a paper that should stand up for unlimited
free speech rally behind cries of censorship simply because it
believes that campaign finance is a good idea. If the Times was truly
principled, it would stand behind unlimited campaign contributions despite the fact that it doesn’t like
them.
Besides the ideological debate, there
are practical considerations which the left
needs to acknowledge when dealing with
campaign contributions. Third party candidates simply cannot compete in a political
system that limits the amount of money they
can receive from each supporter. We cannot
reasonably expect a member of a third party
to mount a campaign when he does not have
the blind support of the masses like a Democrat or Republican. The same is true for a
lesser-known challenger in a primary election, as the party’s money will undoubtedly
go to the favorite.
Many people who favor campaign finance reform have abdicated their belief in
the ideals of the American Constitution.
Their infatuation with campaign finance
reform has led them to believe that the
Constitution does not really matter if a greater

purpose is served. They try and say that limiting campaign
contributions does not violate freedom of speech. They are
wrong. The only reason that they say this is because to admit
the truth—that limiting campaign contributions limits free
speech—is to admit their own hypocrisy.
By ruling in favor of donation limits, the Court will
silence the millions of Americans who are fed up with
choosing the lesser of two evils in election after election.
Citizens will be unable to effectively support the underdog,
the third party candidate, and instead will again be force-fed
the choice of the Democrats and Republicans.

One Step Closer to Safety

I

n World War II, the British were terrorized by the first
ballistic missile—the Vengeance 2, or V-2. The V-2,
once launched from Germany, could not be stopped, and
all the people of Britain could do was pray that when the
missile exploded, it did so near someone else’s house.
Today, more than fifty years after the end of World War II, when
technology has changed almost every aspect of human life since
1945, the countries of the world are still unable to defend against
ballistic missiles.
In polls, many Americans are surprised to learn that the United
States is completely vulnerable to foreign missiles. Yet this is
precisely the case; Americans are as vulnerable to ballistic missiles
today as the British were during World War II. But there is hope.
On October 2, an unarmed Minuteman ballistic missile carrying a
dummy warhead and a decoy was launched from Vandenberg Air
Force Base. Twenty minutes later, the Department of Defense
launched the “kill vehicle” from the Marshall Islands, located
4,000 miles away. Ten minutes later, the kill vehicle intercepted the
Minuteman missile 140 miles above the Earth at a combined speed
of 16,000 miles per hour—fast enough to go from Washington to
New York in one second.
For years, critics of missile defense have hamstrung missile
defense programs by denying funding and creating headaches for
the designers of the systems. Despite this, hard-liners have managed to keep the programs running, and now their efforts are
beginning to pay off. The longstanding argument made by missile
defense opponents that the technology to hit a bullet with a bullet
is beyond the means of the United States has blown up their face.
Between the October third intercept and two other intercepts by the
Army’s Theater High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) system, the
United States has demonstrated that we can indeed hit a bullet with
a bullet.
Because of the efforts of dedicated men and women, missile
defense may soon become a reality. We have proved the critics
wrong—we can make one missile strike another. Now, the defense
contractors such as Raytheon and Lockheed Martin will hopefully
be able to turn to refining the systems and making them ready to be
deployed. It has been a long uphill battle, and we probably could
have had these same successes years earlier if not for the efforts of
some to destroy the missile defense programs. Now, however, it
looks as if we may have a missile defense system in a relatively

short time. Unlike the inhabitants of London in World War II, soon
we won’t be held hostage to any ballistic missile launched at the
United States.

From Springfield to Somerville

I

n the department of things that Tufts should have thought of long
ago, actor Hank Azaria joins the ranks of those honored with the
prestigious Light on the Hill award. Azaria, an ’85 graduate, is best
known among Tufts students as the voices of Apu, Moe, Bumblebee Man and Chief Wiggum on Fox’s The Simpsons. The funny
man has also appeared in The Birdcage, Godzilla, Mystery Men and
Grosse Point Blank, as well as numerous other movies and television shows.
It is shameful that it took the actions of Trustee Representative
and campus do-gooder Vivek Ramgopal to bring Azaria to the
Administration’s attention. After all, famous Jumbos are hardly a
dime a dozen, and The Simpsons has been on the air for over nine
years. It’s no wonder that alumni like Azaria, Bill Richardson,
Daniel Patrick Moynihan, and Arthur Sulzberger, Jr. are seldom to
be seen on campus. To our administration, the awarding of a
diploma is equivalent to the termination of a contract. Alumni leave
the Medford/Somerville campus, never to be seen or heard from
again.
Not only does Tufts fail to court or publicize its few famous
graduates, but it provides undergrads (the Light on the Hill recipients of the future) with a lackluster experience. One can only
imagine Mr. Azaria being nickel-and-dimed by Campuslink, wresting his packages from the hired hands in the mail room, or putting
up with a Tufts hierarchy more concerned with the politically
correct than the academically proper. It is precisely these inconveniences that make so many former Jumbos reticent to part with their
fortunes or free time. As part of its long-overdue public relations
overhaul, Tufts should consider treating its students and alumni as
if they are all contributors to the light on the hill.
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Fortnight in Review

SM

Comedy is allied to Justice.
—Aristophanes

PS Baltimore pitcher Doug Johns was arrested for possession of
drugs last week. News of the arrest confused New York fans; Darryl
Strawberry did 32 kilos of blow this season and the Yankees were
still twenty games up on the Orioles.

PS A Minnesota high school teacher, age 24, was fined $783
dollars for having sex with a 16-year-old student. When the news
reached Hollywood, Kelsey Grammer was heard saying, “Sex with
a 16-year-old for 800 bucks? What a deal!”

PS Unbeknownst to cookie-lovers, a Ukrainian pornography site
took over the web address of the West Virginia Black Diamond Girl
Scout Council. Parents became aware of the change when they
logged on to order Thin Mints and Mistress Olga showed them her
three-finger scout salute.

PS

Nine months after paralyzing snowstorms kept couples
housebound, several Indianapolis hospitals showed a 10% increase
in births for September. Of course, Shawn Kemp was in town
playing the Pacers last January...

PS A student in Washington State was expelled after he appeared
in blackface for a senior class portrait but was soon readmitted.
Apparently, after an extensive investigation, it was discovered that
he actually was black.
PS New York Gov'ner and Master-of-the-Obvious George Pataki’s
Task Force on School Violence recently recommended that the
state Board of Regents create new classes in civility, citizenship,
and character for kindergarten students. This is a major curriculum
change for New York schoolchildren who normally take classes
like “1001 Uses for Your Middle Finger” and “Hey Ass—le , I’m
Walkin’ Here.”

PS A Wisconsin man was found shot to death after a dispute over
a "Beanie Baby." The homicide did not really disturb local citizens,

PS Principals at Oregon high schools have forbidden cheerleaders who are generally of the opinion that grown men who fight over
from wearing their uniforms to class, claiming that their revealing
short skirts violate school dress codes. Teachers urged administrators to make the change because of a school-wide epidemic of
dropped pencils.

stuffed animals deserve to die.

PS In a similar Wisconsin story, an outbreak of food poisoning and

tons of trash along the Pacific coast last week. Some of the items
included an entire staircase, a futon, and 3,000 copies of The
Personalist Papers.

salmonella linked to contaminated alfalfa sprouts has caused grocery stores across the state to pull the veggies from their shelves.
Again, local authorities are not concerned, for the masochistic
people who engage in alfalfa sprout consumption are basically sick
sociopaths who, frankly, deserve to pay the physical price for their
behavior.

PS In a third tidbit from the Spotted Owl state, one Oregon town

PS Tufts feminists will be wasting their time this week “taking

passed a law limiting the number of cats to four per household.
Excess cats may be sent express mail to Kee Kar Lau where they
will be given good homes and teriyaki massages.

back the night,” in an entirely symbolic and utterly useless effort to
curb violence against women. The SOURCE does not condone
violence against women or men, however, we feel obligated to give
these ladies and gentlemen some advice on how better to spend
their evening. With that in mind, we present:

PS In other Oregon news, 5,500 volunteers collected nearly 21

PS Top Ten Rejected Rush Events
10. “AEPi Campus Media Appreciation Night”
9. “Goldfish and Chips”
8. “Disappearing Gerbil Night”
7. “Hitting the Polls with Sigma Nu”
6. “The Wonders of Rohypnol”
5. “Beirut Against the Gals of TFA”
4. “Cookie Icing with the Chefs of 1-2-3”
3. “Punch and AOPie”
2. “Pedestrian Pachyderms”
1. “Chess Championship at DU”

PS A man in Malaysia who attacked police with an iron rod
blamed his unstable mental condition on stress caused by his wife’s
nagging. Neverthess, Thin Voon Chan was fined and sentenced to
two days in prison. Meanwhile, his wife was restrained and forced
to watch a 48-hour looping tape of Fran Drescher singing “Sweet
Child O’ Mine."
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Top Ten Better Things to Do than “Take Back the Night”
10. Take off shoes
9. Make babies
8. Bake something
7. Shave
6. Do our laundry
5. Fold it
4. Head to the CambridgeSide in pursuit of black pants
3. Lose weight
2. Gain it back
1. Eat bon-bons and fall asleep watching Ally McBeal

PS Milwaukee’s dating services are reporting record business,
largely because Wisconsin’s singles are worried about being alone
for the millennium. The lonely Midwesterners seem to have forgotten their real problem: they live in a state best known for cheese,
beer, and a pill-popping redneck who can throw a football.

PS A Connecticut worker who blew his nose on an American flag

PS Our neighbors down Mass Avenue at Harvard have netted a

after refusing to display it at his workstation was not protected
under the state’s free speech law, the state Supreme Court ruled.
Thankfully for the worker, the state’s Freedom of Snot laws are vast
and well-documented.

gigantic 2.2 billion dollars after a five-year fundraising effort. The
money is slated for a US News bribe and an upgrade for Harvard’s
Nobel Prize-winning Department of Pretentious Crap.

PS Mexico City residents are up in arms over the inclusion of the
word "chilango," a negative slur used by other Mexicans to refer to
inconsiderate Mexico City dwellers, in the latest edition of the
country's most prominent dictionary. Picking up on this, Tufts
students hope to get "Masshole" into the next Webster's.
☞The day the laughter died: The first issue of The Zamboni hits
campus and freshpersons get their first exposure to Tufts’ alleged
humorists. Of course, if their Larry Harris cover is any indication,
they’re more what we’d call plagiarists… One Zamboni joke we
won’t be taking credit for is their “National Coming Out Day
Qualification Exam,” the most offensive piece we’ve read in a
very, very long time. See you guys in Sensitivity Training.
☞ Carry on, my wayward son: Right wing emigré Lew Titterton
pens an Observation in which bush league copy editors manage
to misspell the subject of his column in his second paragraph. Poor
Lew-Dawg—we bet he misses spellchecker… Speaking of falls
from grace, I. “Am Ashamed of My First Name” Melvin Bernstein
fought tooth and nail to get Dr. Stephen Hawking to speak on
campus, marking the first time Bernstein has ever attempted to
attract a white male to Tufts… In typical stingy Tufts fashion,
only 300 out of 600 tickets were made available to undergrads,
but everyone else can watch it on closed-circuit TV in Jackson
while iMel and 300 of his closest friends listen to Hawking’s
synthesized voice in, uh, person.
☞ TTLGBC’s latest table tent pimps their Coming Out Day
speaker Jewelle Gomez, a Native American African American
lesbian writer. Good thing she’s not a Tufts student or else she’d
probably want her own culture house… Bass-ackwards: Daily
front-pager on the new Hindi/Urdu course calls the subject of the
course “Hind” in the first sentence of the piece. Fact: the Daily has
six copy editors… Hank Azaria, also known as the only Tufts
alum who the average student knows or cares about, gets the nod
for the Light on the Hill award. Expect mad crowds of undergrads
at the campus center, all vying for the ticket… We’d like to think
that if Shakespeare were alive today, he’d be laying the smacketh
down on Daily writer-cum-cultural illiterate Benjamin Gedan for
suggesting that Chekhov’s “Uncle Vanya” was Hank’s role in The
Merchant of Venice... Guess we’re just lucky that the Daily’s own
Ralph Wiggum got the name of Hank’s popular cartoon series
right.
☞ From Tweedle Dum to Tweedle Dumber: “Tufts’ 104-year-old
Newspaper of Record” prints a full-page ad for itself, asserting
“We’re not going to stay quiet any more.” Question: If the past
104 years were “quiet,” what sort of drivel will come out of their
mouths when they’re speaking up?... Answer: Sensationalistic

PS In response to rumors of violence, high school students in tiny
Beatrice, Nebraska will be scanned by hand-held metal detectors
and will be subject to random backpack checks for the remainder
of the school year. Because of the new safety measures, students
will be forced to keep their assault rifles in their lockers, hidden by
the school's discarded copies of the Fourth Amendment.
Observer above-the-fold reads, “Dining Services Employee Alledgedly [sic] Slashes
Wife’s Throat.” Eventually, one of their
writers will realize that those red
squiggles under all of their headlines don’t
mean “good job”... We can forgive Tufts’
Newspaper of Refuse for failing to capitalize “President” on the same page, after all,
it’s quite possible they were out sick from the
third grade that day… Start spreading the
news: Observations co-editor Mara Vatz
manages to screw up the name of NYC’s infamous mayor, Rudy
“Guiliani.” We can only imagine what it looked like before their
"editors" got to it... "Jewliani," anyone?
☞ Tufts Republicans posters get torn down for the second time
this year, yielding proof of where the real intolerance can be
found on campus... Pundits R’ Us: TUTV’s On Campus Live
premieres Thursday, featuring Jeremy Wang-Iverson and Jesse
Levey. This should make for a great debate: two jumbo hacks who
can’t get enough of the sound of their own voices… The show will
discuss student apathy at Tufts. We’d watch, but we really don’t
care… Elsewhere in the bowels of Curtis Hall, WMFO begins
live MP3 broadcasts. Now, even those Jumbos without radios can
not listen to them... Aidekman piles it on: MFA student Paul
Taylor, who lived in the Aidekman Arts Center for 16 straight
days earlier this year under the guise of Y2K-compliant performance art told one SOURCE writer, “Basically, I’ve been sh-tting
in a sheet rock bucket and covering it with sawdust.” So it’s kind
of like living in Haskell.
☞ Dawson’s Creek coverage returns to the Daily, but this year the
hour-long Clearasil ad is covered by “News” editor Will Kinlaw.
Notes the aging teenybopper, “The entire season thus far scores
a full 10.0 on the Official What-the-Hell Meter.” If only this
meter was used to judge the Daily’s content... Speaking of Daily
nuts: anybody interested in artificial dog testicles, raise your
hand. We didn’t think so, but judging by the Daily’s half-page
special (with graphics) on “Neuticles,” they sure are. Note to the
Editorial Board: we’d rather read another 500 words of Lauren
Heist Viewpoints than look at puppy nads over breakfast.
☞ THE ELEPHANT never forgets.
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The pouring of a little celebratory
champagne is no reason for
the Euros to rain on our parade.

Teed Off
by Craig Waldman

A

gain the English complain, again
America thumbs its nose. Unfortunately, as much as we are political and
military allies, our two societies have never
gotten along. Differences in attitude bubble
over quite often. The reason: the English
just can’t stand the fact that Americans have
minds of their own and freely and independently tout their ideas. The English consider themselves more “proper,” and try not
to show emotion or spirit in anything. Spirit
is a good thing, if harnessed correctly. This
conflict between attitudes boiled over just
two weeks ago during the Ryder Cup, a
biennial golf tournament that features the
U.S. versus Europe. But of course, before
discussing the English response to the events
of the Ryder Cup, it is important to show
what the Europeans felt were the problems.
Two years ago, the Europeans convincingly won the Ryder cup. The Europeans had taken a strong lead in the first two
days of the three-day tournament; on the
third day, they took the cup easily. This
year, the Euros turned in a repeat performance on the first two days, but on the third
and final day, the Americans crushed the
Europeans, winning almost every match.
This was the first time that America had
ever trailed on their own soil going into the
third day and turned things around. And in
typical fashion, the Europeans, rather than
congratulate America on its comeback,
struggled to find whatever they could to
complain about. After their surprising defeat, they left America, griping about everything and anything.
After an American golfer, Justin
Leonard, made the winning putt, fans and
golfers alike celebrated with loud cheers
and champagne. The Europeans felt that
this celebration was too much. They
assertedthat such loud, inconsiderate cheerMr. Waldman is a junior majoring in
History.

ing is not only unsportsmanlike, but also
disrespectful. An interesting claim, considering that two years ago, when Europe won,
some players jumped into the pond next to
the seventeenth green. Talking about celebration, nothing compares to jumping into
a disgusting water hazard while fully
clothed.
Intercontinental sporting events become impassioned. This is what makes
watching them so much fun. The Olympics
is one example of just how frenzied fans and
athletes alike can become. In fact, it's just no
fun watching any sport if you're not passionate about the outcome. Did any Americans complain when the Euros jumped in
the lake? No. Because even though Americans weren't happy with the outcome, they
understood the electricity that goes along
with winning an international competition.
The Europeans complained, further,
about the American crowds, in particular,
the behavior of some of the fans. Now, since
the tournament was held in America, it was
to be expected that the audience would be
composed primarily of Americans cheering
for their team.
The Europeans
claim
that
Americans were
rude and disres p e c t f u l
throughout the
tournament.
Their
complaints, however, were not
made vocal until
the tide turned
and the Europeans lost. If
Americans were
indeed rude then
they owe a sincere apology to
the European
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team. But inconsideration is worldwide.
Although the fans may care more about
their team winning than the way in which
they win, can the American team be faulted
for the boisterousness of a few spectators?
This is a given with spectator sports, one
that, although unfortunate, cannot be helped.
The same kind of thing happens when the
Americans travel to Europe. If the European team perceived more of a problem this
year than in the past, they should have
simply asked that in the future, the American team pay more attention to this matter.
Instead, they blamed their final day's collapse on a few silly incidents.
English newspapers decried the celebration by calling all Americans “pigs.”
Britishheadlines read, “How to win a Ryder
Cup, but lose all dignity.” Instead of focusing on the biggest comeback in Ryder Cup
history, they could not get over the fact that
Americans were happy about the win. The
American captain, Ben Crenshaw, offered
an apology for any perceived problems, but
English tabloids kept up the heat. Simply
put: get over it. America won the Ryder
Cup. America has great spirit. This spirit
makes America a strong country.
The English blew up an issue that was
not nearly as important as it was made to be.
There are small problems with every competition and although they will never be
acceptable, they also cannot overshadow
such a courageous victory. America won
the Ryder Cup in brilliant fashion. By never
admitting this and only complaining, the
English madethemselves look like nothing
❑
more than a bunch of sore losers.
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The PRIMARY SOURCE
Tribute to

Christopher Columbus
He sailed across the frothy seas
To look for India
Oh saucy Italian sailor Chris—
How bad we’ve been to ya!
You stared down Ferd and Izzy,
You stood your righteous ground.
You told those silly Spaniards,
"Duh, of course the world is round!"
You took the globe and doubled it,
Proved flat-landers were the fools.
Thanks to you, our Genoan pal
We had last Monday off from school.
Yet times have changed since
Glory days when heroes roamed the
seas
Like smallpox, hero killers spread
The dread P.C. disease.
Because you sailed for Europe,
and Ferd and Isabella,
Because you don’t like tribal drums,
And preferred the Tarantella,
Because of all your Old World ways
Leftists tarnished your acclaim.
Today you have a gleaming plaque

In the Eurocentric Hall of Fame.
New textbooks call you "murderer"
Causing huge historic schism.
To say this about our brave paisan
Is clear anachronism.
They say you killed the Indians
You brash conquistador—
They say you battled ancient tribes
That knew peace and love, not war.
At home there was a Renaissance,
So how is Chris to blame
For thinking human sacrifice
Is culturally inane?
In your ancient era of ignorance
Continents were bought and sold.
How could you know the Natives here
Would die from a Spanish cold?
We’re awful sorry P.C. thugs
Call Chris an Old World Nazi.
So from all of us at the PRIMARY SOURCE:
A warm and heartfelt grazie!
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FALL RU
➨
➨

Do you own your own island nation? If so, ∆Τ∆ wants
you! Don't worry: strict background checks and high dues
keep out the peasantry, and ensure a high quality supply
of recreational drugs!
∆Τ∆ - Too rich for crack, too dumb for Harvard.

➨

Ever wish you were
Dr. Carter? Here at
ΑΦ∆, we know that
your med-school
hopes are just a few
semesters away!
We’re a brotherhood of committed
TEMSers, just
waiting for a few
special patien-uh,
pledges! ΑΦ∆ - Drop
your pants and cough.

This rush week, trot on over to the big red
barn—home of ΘΧ. And though our performance at Greek Jam suggests otherwise, we’re a
pretty tame bunch! Join now, and we’ll clear out
James Lubin’s ego to make room for you!
ΘΧ - Where Animal Farm is more than a book—
it’s a way of life.

The brothers of ΖΨ
are always ready to
lend a helping hand—
whether peeling
passed-out freshmen
off our frat-house
floor, or keeping
ΑΦ pledges off the
cannon. Think of it
as our way of keeping the campus safe
for the elephant walk!
ΖΨ - Like the boy scouts,
only drunker.

➨
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er-Greek Council Presents

USH 1999
➨

➨
Hey you - not
cut out for
Greek life? Do
thoughts of
parties, alcohol, and women give you hives? Well,
worry no longer! Join ΣΝ, and make social interaction a thing of the past! We’re looking for a few house
inhabitants who long to be left alone with their
chemistry and calculus.
ΣΝ - Pocket protectors mandatory.

At ∆Υ, we think,
therefore, we
am—we think.
At any rate,
head injury is not
necessarily an impediment to getting a
quality college education. Some may dismiss us as the football
frat, but we know we’re
really the campus think tank.
Join our ranks, and add your
points to our SAT score!
∆Υ - It's Greek for "Phi Beta Kappa."

➨
➨

Were you beat up a lot
in high school? Is your
Playstation your best
friend? At ΖΒΤ, find
other guys just like
you! We’re an equalopportunity frat
with an eye for the
movers and shakers on
campus.
ΖΒΤ - "Weird" is a compliment. Really.

At ΑΕΠ, we don't
just make headlines—
we steal them.

➨

At Θ∆Χ, we take Beirut seriously. We train
long and hard to insure optimal performance. If you’re dedicated to your sport,
and serious about becoming a student
athlete, we’re the fraternity for you!
Θ∆Χ - Train hard. Drink harder.
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In the proud tradition of all that Greek life has to offer, we, the brothers of Tau Pi Sigma, present Fall Rush '99.
These events will give you the opportunity to get to know us a little better and have some good, clean fun!
Here's our executive board,
enjoying a typical Friday night
at the house. Our chums
Phineas and Wesley giggle
quite a bit like school-girls
after they've quaffed a few
glasses of Cavatier!
One of our biggest annual
events is the TPS Hawaiian
Luau. Below are Cuthbert,
Roland and Bernard enjoying a
piña colada before they sink
their teeth into the roast pig!
Tonight's dinner conversation:
taxing the poor!

Of course,TPS participates in a number of community
service programs. Here's Rupert engaged in out-reach with
some Somerville children—such adorable little urchins!
Despite our wit and charm, there are rare
occasions when those of the fairer sex are
able to resist the
advances of a
TPS brother.
Here, Powell
invites Cassidy
to our "Croquet
and Cucumber
Sandwiches"
get-together,
only to be told,
"Not so fast!"
Oh, how ribald!

Unlike many other fraternities,
TPS observes only the highest standards of cleanliness.
Captured below is one of our recent pledges
pampering our bidet with a thorough scrubbing!

Nothing says "jolly good time" like
the annual TPS cotillion with the
debutantes of CW.
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Every day, there are explosions around you.
Find out why they're not going to stop.

Another Bad Treaty
With a Good Name
by Jonathan Perle

P

erhaps some of you remember the be able to detect their cheating. This defies
Chemical Weapons Convention, the the fact that all evidence points to the
treaty which was ratified by the United contrary. Pakistan, when it conducted its
States Senate in April of 1997. This treaty, nuclear test, simply shut off the monitoring
the intent of which sounded wonderful to station while it conducted its test. Through
the public, was hailed by its proponents as a process known as “coupling,” a nuclear
the treaty that would end the development blast's magnitude may successfully hidden
of chemical weapons in the world. Now, by testing bombs in large underground
two and a half years later, North Korea, cavities. Militarily significant testing may
Syria, Iraq, and Sudan may still have chemi- be done at five hundred tons of yield.
cal weapons that we
Through coupling, a
know nothing about.
blast may be reduced
For most people, their
By the time you have
by as much as a facread this article, the
decision about this treaty tor of seventy. This
Comprehensive Test
means, that a five kiis made with a few vague loton blast would
Ban Treaty (CTBT)
will have either been
yield a result that
notions about what it
ratified, refused ratilooked like it was
does, and more
fication, or shelved
only a seventy- ton
importantly, the fact that it explosion. The
until a different date.
For the sake of U.S.
CTBT’s provisions
sounds like a good idea.
national security, this
call for monitoring
treaty should not be
stations that would be
ratified by the Senate, and proponents of able to detect a blast of one kiloton or
the treaty need to focus on what the actual greater. Thus, countries could cheat, and
effects of the treaty will be, not just what explode a bomb that is ten times the amount
will happen ideally if the treaty succeeds. that the detection stations provided for in
For proponents of the CTBT, all of the CTBT are able to detect.
their arguments can be focused into two
Last week, the CIA remain points. First, the CTBT will constrain leased a report saying that it
the modernization of weapons already pos- could not accurately monitor
sessed by states. Second, the CTBT will tests by Russia with enough
help prevent the proliferation of nuclear precision to tell whether Rusweapons to new states. The two most fun- sia is in violation of the
damental arguments made by the oppo- CTBT. Last month, Russia
nents of the CTBT are that the reliability of exploded devices at one of its
U.S. nuclear weapons will not be guaran- testing facilities, and though
teed, and that other nations will be able to Russia assured the U.S. that
cheat and develop their nuclear weapons they were conventional exwhile the U.S. abides by the treaty.
plosives, the CIA is unable to
Fundamentally, the proponents of tell whether or not Russia is
CTBT rely upon the foolish belief that lying. Furthermore, the CIA
countries won’t cheat, or if they do, we will has said that in addition to its
inability to detect the differMr. Perle is a sophomore majoring in
ence between a conventional
Political Science and Philosophy.
and nuclear explosion, it

might not even be able to distinguish a
conventional blast or low yield nuclear
blast from natural seismic activity.
The unintended consequences of this
treaty will be to weaken U.S. national security, as well as security for the world. Proponents of the treaty claim that passing the
CTBT will greatly prohibit non-nuclear
countries from acquiring nuclear weapons.
This is absurd. The countries that threaten
the United States and the rest of the world’s
security (North Korea, Iran, and Iraq) have
already shown a preponderance towards
violating treaties, such as the 1968 Nuclear
Nonproliferation Treaty, whenever they
decide it is in their best interest to do so.
Then, of course, there is the question
of whether states such as North Korea even
need nuclear testing. The United States
uses nuclear testing to insure the reliability
of our weapons. Approximately one third
of all U.S. nuclear weapons since 1958
have required nuclear testing in order to
locate problems and have them fixed. But
one must remember that the relatively
simple nuclear devices that North Korea or
Iraq are likely to build will have a high
degree of reliability without testing. It is
only the United States and other advanced
nuclear powers that require testing in order
to insure safety and reliability of complex
nuclear devices.
This administration has claimed that
eighty percent of Americans are in favor of
the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty. I
imagine that a large percentage of Tufts
students are as well. So what? Most
Americans cannot name the Chief Justice
of the Supreme Court, do not know who
Speaker Hastert is, and are unable to name
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their two Senators. Public opinion, when it
comes to national security, should never be
the standard by which we decide our actions. In that vein, this treaty has produced
a opinions by a number of people who have
never dealt with national security issues,
but who have latched onto this treaty nonetheless. Everyone and their mother has an
opinion about this treaty, yet almost no one
knows even the main provisions of the
treaty, and even fewer still know or understand the arguments in favor of or against
the treaty. For most people, their decision
about this treaty is made with a few vague
notions about what it does, and more importantly, the fact that it sounds like a good
idea.
This treaty, with a name that sounds
good when put into a polling question, in
reality will significantly hamper the United
States’ ability to keep its stockpile of nuclear
weapons safe and reliable. On October 7th,
the scientists in charge at Los Alamos,
Sandina, and Lawrence River National
Laboratories testified before the Senate
that they would be unable to guarantee the
reliability of the U.S. nuclear arsenal if the
CTBT were to be enacted. We should carefully heed the warnings of the heads of the
national labs. If they are saying that they
are unable to effectively due their job and
that without testing the United States’
nuclear arsenal will become more and more
unreliable, then we must decide whether
weakening our national security in return
for a treaty which probably will not accomplish its task is worth it.
I am hopeful that by this time the
CTBT will have been defeated in the Senate. More likely, it has been shelved until
another day. This treaty represents a threat
to U.S. national security of brobdingnagian
proportions. At best, it prevents the United
States from maintaining a safe and effective nuclear arsenal. At worst, this treaty
will degrade what little ability we have left
to deter, and allow other, less scrupulous
countries, to develop nuclear weapons in
secret while we remain at a technological
standstill. One thing to remember when
looking at nuclear weapons: it is very easy
to develop simple and uncomplicated
nuclear weapons with a high degree of
reliability—like those that rogue states
want, but it is very hard to maintain a
sophisticated nuclear arsenal, such as the
United States’, without testing the weap❑
ons’ safety and reliability.

At the end of a century, Americans face
the erosion of the suburban ideal

Paradise
Lost
by Alyssa Heumann

I

n this week’s New York Times magzine, ating their own culture of soccer moms,
writer David Gates pens a defense of garage sales and lemonade stands. One
one of this century’s biggest accom- need look no further than pop culture,
plishments: the suburbs. Credited with specifically the local cinema, to see the
the twentieth-century suburban ideal is pervasiveness of the suburban ideal in
entrepreneur William Jaird Levitt, who our culture. Welcome to the Dollhouse,
The ‘Burbs,
created
the
Back to the Fuidyllic commuWhat lessons do our children
ture,
and
nity
of
learn from life in the suburbs? P l e a s a n t v i l l e
Levittown in
Nassau County,
Instead of the values of family, are all movies
that document
Long Island.
community and contribution,
some version
Levitt’s small
expanse
o f children learn to value that which of the suburban
l o o k - a l i k e can be bought or sold at the local m e n t a l i t y .
However, rehomes soon exstrip-mall. When free time is
cent events in
panded to many
America’s
other areas of
spent browsing the racks at
sleepy bedLong Island,
Abercrombie & Fitch, it is no
room commuand communiwonder that kids get a message nities have lead
ties
like
Levittown besocial theorists
of conspicuous consumption.
to reconsider
gan cropping
the purpose of
up across the
suburban life.
country.
Historically, there is evidence of
While America’s urban centers
faced a decline in wealth and majority suburbs being a bad idea. In 1596, an
population, the suburbs were busy cre- appeal by the Privy Council of the Queen
of England requested the cleanup of
London’s suburbs, citing “…an increase
Miss Heumann is a junior majoring in
of dissolute, loose and insolent people
Psychology and Child Development.
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harboured in noisome and disorderly
houses, such as be poor cottages and
habitations of beggars and people without trade - stables, inns, alehouses, taverns, garden houses, bowling alleys and
brothels - all pestering these parts of the
City with disorder and uncleanness, apt
to breed contagion and sickness and
serve for the resort of masterless men.”
More recently, events such as the Columbine shooting, movies like American
Beauty, and generalized cynicism and
disenchantment on the part the American public have caused us to more
closely consider the role of the once
innocent suburbs.
An original purpose of the suburbs
was to create an ideal community in
which baby-boomers could raise their
young families. Instead of the rush and
bustle of the city, young suburbanites
had wide streets, sidewalks, trees and
front lawns to call their own. Smaller
neighborhood schools replaced the vast,
imposing structures of the urban school
districts. The automobile came into
widespread use as transportation of
choice, and the television piped a celluloid version of the American dream into
every household.
As the years passed, however, problems with suburban life became increasingly apparent. The rising cost of suburban culture (or “keeping up with the
Joneses”) lead to skyrocketing living
expenses. The large number of material
goods which accompanied the suburban
home cost money—cars, televisions, and
various other modern appliances. This
growing material dependence increased
the required middle-class household income, and subsequently, the number of
families in which both parents worked
outside the home.
Working parents brought about an
increase in the number of “latchkey
kids,” children who came home to an
empty house after school. The physical
sprawl of the suburbs and lack of public
transportation made movement impossible for kids, making many after-school
programs and public facilities inaccessible to those too young for a drivers'
license. The movie Dazed and Confused
documents the delinquency of highschoolers with too much time on their
hands, no place to go, and absent and
unconcerned parents.

The isolation of the latchkey child
with preoccupied parents is called into
question when one considers the recent
rash of school shootings. One wonders
how much parental supervision was
present in the lives of these young, violent perpetrators. A higher degree of
parental involvement might have prevented the harmful actions of these
young men—curtailing or preventing
their stockpiling of and access to lethal
weapons. It is interesting to note that
much of the recent school violence is
found not in large urban centers, but in
America’s middle-class suburbs. The
sprawling neighborhoods provide parents with privacy, but leave enough room
for unsupervised offspring to dabble in
destructive pursuits.
What lessons do our children learn
from life in the suburbs? Instead of the
values of family, community and contribution, children learn to value that
which can be bought or sold at the local
strip-mall. The suburban environment
has caused the shopping center to evolve
into not only a place for acquisition of
goods, but a recreational hangout. When
free time is spent browsing the racks at
Abercrombie & Fitch, it is no wonder

that kids get a message of conspicuous
consumption. Gifts of shiny BMWs and
Jeep Cherokees not only spoil children,
but make them party to their parents’
bids for social status. Even little league,
originally intentioned to teach teamwork and sportsmanship has fallen victim to the whims of over-achieving and
aggressive parents who cannot leave
their competitive spirits at the office.
The "yuppies" of the eighties displaced
their parental ambition in the activities
of their progeny. Children’s achievements feed the egos of their parents: no
sooner can kids stand-up then they are
schlepped to ballet class. Violin lessons
begin at age two with hopes of creating
a child prodigy. The competition fueled
by the suburban ideal is conveyed from
parent to child.
The peaceful environment once envisioned by Levitt still has its pictureperfect veneer. But scratch the surface,
and one finds a plethora of problems.
Privacy gives way to isolation; ownership yields to rampant materialism.
Though the suburbs may never reclaim
their former glory, they will remain a
prime example of social engineering and
❑
twentieth-century idealism.
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When telling the truth hurts more than
a faked kick to the groin.

Wrestling
The Rhubarb
by Philip DeVaul

M

innesota Senator Paul Wellstone
called it an "outrage." Nevada Senator
Harry Reid called it "disgusting." But when
faced with the controversy surrounding his
recent interview in Playboy, Jesse “The Governor” Ventura blithely dismissed it as “the
latest rhubarb.” The article in question
chronicles Ventura’s oh-so-candid thoughts
on everything from organized religion (“It’s
a sham and a crutch for weak-minded people”)
to fat people (“They can’t push away from
the table.”) And the masses are up in arms.
Citizens, statesmen, ministers, doctors, and
even comedians have spent the last week
pointing their venom at Ventura. The most
embarrassing events surrounding this interview have not, however, been the governor’s
comments, but the absurd responses they
have incited, and the obvious lack of objectivity with which the popular media has tackled this particular bit of rhubarb.
In the few months since Ventura was
elected, he has been the focus of repeated
firestorms for his outspoken behavior and
sometimes shocking bluntness. With that in
mind, his interview with the noted smut mag
did not disappoint. The governor’s comments reached far above the church and
beyond the belly. When asked about the
Tailhook scandal of recent years, the exNavy SEAL responded that while he in no
way condoned the behavior of the offending
officers, he understood it. Later in the interview Ventura referred to those who commit
suicide as “feeble, weak-minded people,”
adding, “I don’t have time for you.” He went
on to speak at some length about looser gun
control laws and the decriminalization of
drugs and prostitution.
The fact that such candor has raised the
ire of many a pseudo-pundit across the nation
might be understandable if Ventura was
merely spewing sensationalist catch-phrases

for the sake of publicity. But that’s not the
situation. Ventura is no mere shock jock
cashing in on every commotion he creates;
he truly believes what he says. More often
then not, he backs up his zingers with (less
publicized) explanations. The most alarming
aspect of the recent ruckus is not that people
don’t like what Ventura said, but that they
have a problem with his brutal honesty. Last
week a poll was taken in Minnesota in which
sixty-eight percent of all respondents said
Ventura should “use better judgment about
when to keep his opinions to himself.” Never
has Bill Clinton’s influence on American
morality been more obvious than when people
chide a public figure for being too honest.
The past week has brought out the worst
in the media as well. In their treatment of the
controversy, reporters have let down their
guard and exposed their true colors with
many a half-truth and slanted statement. Just
read the reports. Article after article portrays

Mr. DeVaul is a junior majoring in
Drama.
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Ventura as “understanding but not condoning” of the naval officers involved in the
Tailhook scandal. They even go so far as to
say he calls it, “much ado about nothing.” A
simple glance at the governor’s full response
sheds light on his frame of mind: “I don’t
condone what happened, but I understand it.
These are people who live on the razor’s edge
and defy death and do things where people
die. They’re not going to consider grabbing
a woman’s breast or buttock a major situation. It’s much ado about nothing.”
Out of context, Ventura seems more
than a bit insensitive. Yet in the context of the
entire answer it is obvious that he is lamenting the mental condition of the officers. This
becomes more clear as he later adds, “You
have to create these people for your own
protection… You’re incapable of providing
it for yourself. You created this Frankenstein, then all of a sudden you’re appalled.”
Ventura’s statement is a simple one about a
society that conditions soldiers to accept
brutality and murder as a way of life, then
gets miffed when a few of them don’t act
civilly. It is an ironic observation comparable to that of Joseph Conrad’s Heart of
Darkness, twisted and sullied by a bilious
bunch of journalists. And, sadly, it’s only one
of several mangled quotes from the interview which have found their way out of
Playboy and into pages of more “respectable” papers.
Of course, television newscasters fol-

lowed slanderous suit. During initial coverage of the controversy, one reporter concluded his segment by snidely wondering
when, “Jesse Ventura will learn how much
honesty is too much honesty.” Even eternally
frustrated commentator Sam Donaldson got
his two cents in during a recent conversation
with the governor, pointedly asking, “Can’t
you look [these people] in the eye and say
‘I’m sorry’?”
Jesse’s reply? “No. What I say today is
that I believe what I believe… For me to
change who I am, I’d be doing a disservice to
the people that elected me, and I’d be more
than that, doing a disservice to myself.” Look
at that statement, and all of Governor
Ventura’s statements, however inflammatory. Then look at the deceitful statements
and actions of our sitting president. In fact,
ignore his scandals. Disregard Whitewater,
Travelgate, and the scores of women, from
Gennifer Flowers to Monica Lewinsky. Look
beyond that, and you will still find a man who
lied to his supporters about getting gays into
the military; a man who said he wouldn’t
raise taxes on the middle class, proceeded to
do so, then apologized for it a short few
months later (without lowering the offending
tax, by the way); a man whose every move
for the past 6 years has been based on the
fluctuating numbers of the polls. Now listen
to Governor Ventura assert that “people are
searching for the truth, for someone they can
truly believe in. The truth may not be what
they want to hear, but they at least know
they’re getting it.” And watch his actions.
This is a man who has repeatedly vetoed state
bills to raise taxes, and has slashed numerous
budget proposals for the sake of Minnesota
taxpayers.
In the midst of the past week’s brouhaha, Ventura called a press conference; but
it was not to defend himself. Rather, the
governor announced a new plan to launch
Minnesota headlong into the next century by
beefing up the state’s transportation and communication, among other things. Upon unveiling his vision of a better Minnesota, he
stated that for completion of the project, “We
don’t need more money – we need to do more
with what we have.”
Jesse Ventura speaks his mind, stands
behind his words and actions, and even holds
the government accountable for the money it
spends. His critics are right: A man like that
has no business running a state.
He should be running the whole damn
❑
country.

Don't know your Aeschylus from your elbow?
Blame Tufts.

Dead White
Males
by Joshua Martino

I

t is a shame that the only Homer known to replacing traditional courses in American
many American students is a fat, beer- and European literature and history with
guzzling cartoon character with a nightly studies of the cultures of Asia, Africa, and
show on the boob tube. D’oh! Of course, Latin America. Of course, Tufts did not
even the culturally illiterate have heard of escape this trend, for seven years ago the
Shakespeare—Romeo was a chain-smok- World Civilizations requirement was added
ing teenybopper in a Hawaiian shirt who to the canon. World Civ is, according to the
looked like Leonardo DiCaprio, right?
university Bulletin, courses that “study in
Wrong. While our leaders struggle to depth a non-Western civilization.” While
improve the quality of the nation’s poorest Tufts has mandated that Jumbos choose a
schools, the educaforeign culture to
The school’s academic
tion in some of
study, works by
America’s best high
John Milton, Dante,
reputation has suffered
schools and univerand
Thomas
numerous blows in recent
sities can be as flaJefferson collect
college rankings. The university dust in the darkest
vorless as the powdered mashed potawould be doing its graduates a corridors of Tisch.
toes being scooped
Those opposed
onto Carmichael disservice by not giving students to teaching the hisstyrofoam. Ironibasic knowledge of history and tory and great minds
cally, the students
of the West must reliterature through a
are
routinely
alize that this part
well-balanced core curriculum. of the curriculum
blamed for poor test
scores. While policomplements
ticians and parents point fingers at the me- World Civ rather than discrediting the study
dia, video games, and pop music for the of foreign cultures. After all, our university’s
short attention spans of American youth, greatest strength is our international diverthey forget to investigate what goes on sity. In some cases, befriending and interbehind classroom doors. If they were read- acting with students from our foreign-born
ing the syllabi and course guides from teach- enrollment teaches an American student as
ers and professors they could easily find the much as any class. Without a doubt, the
culprit: America’s liberal arts.
World Civilizations requirement is necesThe end of the Cold War and techno- sary at any university that calls itself an
logical progress has made the world a smaller institution of liberal arts. Yet, ignoring
place. Twenty years ago one probably would Western thought because it’s neither hip
not have seen the words “multicultural” and nor politically correct is the wrong way to
“global village” on a university course guide. emphasize World Civ.
Unfortunately, with these terms that deMore importantly, neglecting the culscribe progress in international relations tures that gave birth to the American way of
come phrases such as “Eurocentrism” and life may have disastrous educational conse“dead white males.” America’s educators quences. In the September 30th issue of THE
have responded to the growing importance PRIMARY SOURCE, Dan Lewis describes a
of understanding non-Western culture by survey of Tufts freshmen about the American political system [“Land of the Free…”].
Mr. Martino is a sophomore who has not
According to Mr. Lewis’ poll, only thirty
yet declared a major.
percent of freshmen can name the Axis
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powers of World War II and little more
than a third of the class of 2003 can name
the U.S. Senators from their home state.
This is not a comment on the intelligence
of Tufts’ incoming class. Rather, these
results imply that most American high
school students are not educated in American government or European history. How
can we expect these students to develop
into enlightened participants in our political system? It is the responsibility of schools
like Tufts to turn politically ignorant high
school students into well-rounded college
grads.
Currently, Tufts has reached a crossroads in discussions of core courses. The
Education Planning Committee has just
released two new proposals regarding the
future of graduation requirements. Both of
these proposals have a smaller foreign language requirement than currently required
and do not allow for culture courses to
count as part of the second language curriculum. The absence of a cultural alternative punctuates the need for both a Western
Civ and a World Civ core requirement. The
EPC proposals substitute World Civ for
three intensive writing seminars. One of
these courses would focus on modern issues such as racism and sexuality. The
other two seminars would specialize in
modern issues in America and Western
Europe. These proposals are still under
discussion and await a vote by the Tufts
faculty.
Do the new EPC proposals compensate for Tufts’ current lack of instruction in
Western culture? Probably not. Although
two-thirds of the proposed writing requirement concentrates on the West, loopholes
abound in both new approaches. First, one
of the EPC creations eliminates the English requirement. The student who wrote
that the Bill of Rights included “the right to
bare arms” on Mr. Lewis’ survey could
surely use a semester of Expository Writing. Also, in both of the tentative proposals, the six obligatory courses in Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences have been
changed to require only one class in each
category and two more courses from any
of the three subject areas. What does this
mean? Students can eschew focused instruction in history, political science, and
the classics for drawing, painting and
drama. Only Tufts arts students should be
taking these courses in such high concentration. Important as they are, the arts should

not become every Jumbo’s alternative to
the three R’s.
Moreover, the EPC proposals appear
to do away with World Civ. The writing
seminar idea abandons legitimate cultural
study for trendy classes focused on the
favorite subjects of campus liberals: race
and sexuality and how they relate to anything and everything. There is no indication from the EPC that any of these seminars would explore a non-Western culture.
By forcing students to go through courses
on dull P.C. topics instead of World Civ,
the university is wasting students’ time.
Many universities offer some type of
Western Civilizations requirement. Tufts
cannot afford to offer an inferior education.
The school’s academic reputation has suffered numerous blows in recent college
rankings. The university would be doing its
graduates a disservice by not giving students basic knowledge of history and litera-

ture through a well-balanced core curriculum. Ideally, a Western Civilizations requirement would be liberal in its course
offerings. Perhaps one could fulfill this part
of the core with American or European
literature, study of classical philosophy, or
instruction in history or democratic government. There is no limit to the diversity of a
Western Civ requirement, for African
American and Latino American cultures are
certainly parts of the West. Our university is
well aware that the course of history is
bringing Americans into intimate contact
with non-Westerners. Sophisticated college
grads of the next millennium will be compelled to understand the customs, business
habits, and politics of nations that some
students cannot find on a globe. Yet, Tufts
cannot expect us to understand other nationalities if the majority of students do not
even understand their own history and heri❑
tage.

Education will not move forward so long as
bureaucracy keeps going round and round.

The Wheels
On The Bus
by Dan Lewis

P

roviding information and allowing the
individual to choose which good and
service to consume will give us an efficient
outcome, where the crème de la crème will
be consumed and the inferior choices will
need to be improved or fail. This system
empowers the individual while also holding
the producer accountable.
As one could imagine, when we remove the choice and the ability to judge
and distinguish between similar goods
and services, the overall quality of living
suffers. Someone who wants a Nissan
ends up with a Yugo, plumbers claim to
fix clogged toilets but instead break your
shower, and you end up taking math course
with a professor that is inarticulate instead of an economics class with a 5-star
lecturer.
Yet when it comes to the elementary
and secondary education system in
Mr. Lewis is a senior majoring in
Economics.
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America, many people prefer the choiceless, rating-less method. The only method
of change happens biannually, when parents are granted the ability to choose the
lesser of two evils and place a so-called
leader on a school board. That board is
given the power to mandate what will be
taught and how teachers will present it.
The archaic school board system has
begun to turn the education system sour.
The Democratic Left and their National
Education Association (NEA) cohorts may
be fighting to maintain education’s position in a downward spiral, but thankfully,
there are people of reason. Just last weekend, Massachusetts Governor Paul Celluci
parried the status quo and endorsed a
report card system—for schools.
“Accountability is meaningless without the means to hold schools, students
and teachers to high standards and high
expectations,” Cellucci said. Indeed.
When one expects the school system to
produce Rolls Royces, it is egregious to

come out with a Dodge. Not only does than you have over the Post Office or the until they were blue in the face. The school
that happen often in America, but due to a DMV. As a result, you have very little system, beyond good faith, has no reason
lax or nonexistent way to measure schools, control over the curriculum, policies, or to consider the needs of one student—one
sometimes we cannot detect the problem employees that determine your child’s voter. Jimmy would be the victim of intoluntil too late. Celluci, joined with other educational environment in public erance and mishandling.
Instead of using tax dollars to travel
GOP governors,
schools.”
are taking the iniLet’s try an down red tape road, government can protiative to fix
example. A high duce a guide to area schools. Denote the
The Democratic Left and their
American educaschool sopho- academic and social reputations for each
National Education Association more, we’ll call school, creating magnet schools where
tion.
Fixing the
(NEA) cohorts may be fighting him “Jimmy”, re- necessary. Perhaps require tests and ineducation system
alizes that he is terviews to get into the most highly reto maintain education’s
is not only necesgay. His family is garded schools, but in each and every
position in a downward spiral,
sary, but timely. In
l o w e r - m i d d l e case, allow Jimmy the right to attend a
past months, Kanbut thankfully, there are people class, making a school of his and his parents’ choosing.
sas considered
private education Suddenly, Jimmy has the opportunity to
of reason.
banning evolution
u n a f f o r d a b l e . be in a nurturing environment, where he
from the curricula
However, his two- is accepted and treated not as a demon but
state-wide. A large GOP push to require thousand student class is made up of pre- rather a student, as he deserves to be. The
the display of the Ten Commandments in dominantly Bible-belt Protestants who school’s powers that be are accountable
schools has been on the minds of Con- believe that homosexuals are the spawns to the desires of “customers”. If they do
gress. School prayer is again an issue. The of the Devil. Further, Jimmy is quite intel- not provide a decent education, parents
privacy of students are violated left and ligent, but his liberal political views have and students will not go to their schools,
right due to Columbine whiplash. Parents caused administrators to brand him as a and the second-rate educational instituargue over each and every subject, at- problem child. Jimmy is stuck in forty tions must improve or close.
Celluci’s plan, combined with a
tempting to convince the majority of vot- student classes learning remedial math
ers to agree with them, and instead of and 6th grade English. Under the NEA voucher system, will begin to fix the error
progress, education deteriorates.
approved education system, Jimmy’s par- of education’s ways. By attempting to
School choice is the answer. Let us ents would hear the word “counselor” or quantify the “goodness” of schools, parallow parents to choose which school their “psychiatrist” as solutions. Jimmy would ents and guardians will know exactly
child attends. A parent who fears Darwin- be disallowed an education that his par- where the big yellow bus will be bringing
their kids. If they don’t like the makeup of
ism can put his daughter into one that ents tax dollars are paying for.
Parents would have little to no method the school—whether it be for ideological,
preaches creationism, while one who believes in Buddha can go to a more com- of recourse. They could complain that religious, or educational reasons, the
fortable learning environment—one that administrators are not doing the jobs and school voucher will give the parent and
❑
does not include the Ten Commandments that teachers are neglecting their child child an equitable and informed solution.❑
on cafeteria walls.
If a school fails to
educate child, no
longer will a parent or student have
to sit idly by as formative years are
wasted catering to
the lowest common
denominator. Libertarian Party National Director
Steve Dasbach
may have said it
best, stating that
under the current
system, “parents
are not customers”
and a parent has
“only marginally
more influence
No school choice + lack of information = students getting taken for a ride.
over public schools
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During a semester so utterly devoid of on-campus political news, the SOURCE has been hard-pressed to find among us an ignoramus worthy
of being anointed Fool on the Hill. Since we have never before bestowed the honor on an anonymous Jumbo, we weren't sure that this issue’s
candidate was worthy of that distinction. In the end, we decided that he did not deserve the celebrity that previous Fools have earned by
displaying their own stupidity. However, because his anonymity prevents him from earning true Fool fame, and because his online rant was
so ridiculous, we were compelled to choose the author of “The Anti-PRIMARY SOURCE Diatribe” as our newest Fool on the Hill.

A SOURCE tradition back from the dead.

FOOL ON THE HILL
P

arents take heed: this is what happens when you don’t hug your
children. Readers of Brian’s Rumors Daily, Tufts’ witty and
informative gossip website, are often taken aback by the bitter
columns, usually written by unnamed students, that accompany the
underground news. Why are these pieces signed with names like “Joe
Schmoe” and “Crazy Monk?” Because these caustic, poorly written
columns are hardly ever amusing and serve only as ego strokes for
authors who are too cowardly to attach their name to their opinions.
On the other hand, it is no coincidence the best writing on the page
often has a real name alongside it—
usually that of James Lubin or webmaster
Brian Finkelstein. So it’s no surprise
that, when our Fool’s cyber-tirade against
our publication appeared on the page, the
only name given was “Random Tufts
Student.”
Let’s make one thing clear: we at the
SOURCE are no strangers to criticism. So
by naming one of our critics a Fool on the
Hill, we are not insinuating that this
writer does not have the right to find fault
with our publication. Each semester we
receive dozens of letters to the editor,
sometimes praising but usually condemning our content. But since this writer did
not have the courage to either express his disapproval directly to the
SOURCE or attach his name to his complaint, his beliefs do not deserve
our consideration. He implies that our journal is elitist, conveniently
forgetting that he or any student on campus can write for the SOURCE.
Our Fool would just have to get over his fear of bylines.
Even before the first sentence of the Diatribe, it’s obvious that
Random Tufts Student likes the taste of his own shoe. His title,
“Because No-one Should Care,” would have never made it out of the
PRIMARY SOURCE copy editing folder. But later in the piece one can
almost see the author snickering as he inserts a [sic] into an excerpt
from our last issue. Perhaps he should be applying his impressive
spell-checking skills to his own titles.
However, Random Tufts Student's ineptitude with the English
language doesn't even hold a candle to the idiocy of his other
criticisms. He complains that the SOURCE doesn’t try to change. Our
Fool wants us to be different, forgetting that the very core of
conservatism is resistance to superfluous change. And why should
we change? The quality of our writing and our humor is one of the
most consistent aspects of life at Tufts. Not that we have to defend
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ourselves when faced with the arguments set forth by our Fool. He
admits that he doesn’t read our articles, praising one story simply
because it contained a political acronym: ACLU. If it isn't obvious by
now, this guy is his own worst argument.
The tone of Random Student’s diatribe is rather striking. He is
invective, bitterly angry, and very aware that he is an outsider. This
column reads as if the author wrote it in a mental condition similar to
that of Unabomber Ted Kaczynski when he penned his manifesto.
Not only does our sniveling Fool hate the SOURCE; he is also angry at
society. Statements like “Your ridiculous crap was too much for me to take,”
“Just get over it, all of you,” and “It’s f—
king college and nothing matters” illustrate that our Fool on the Hill isn’t just a
tart, lousy writer—he just might go postal!
By taking two paragraphs in his conclusion to bash figures totally unrelated to
the SOURCE, such as President DiBiaggio
and the senate, this Random Tufts Student shows that his problem really isn’t
our magazine. Like the other nameless
Rumors columnists, he is just a whiner
who blames and complains with neither
rhyme nor reason.
Random Tufts Student apparently hopes that his column will make the SOURCE do some serious
soul-searching over our past mistakes. Apparently this writer wants
us to feel sorry for poking fun at other campus writers and spoofing
Tufts’ public figures in our humor sections. Well, we have no
apologies to offer. Our paper is a journal of student opinion, and
whether the opinion deals with national issues, a student group, an
individual on campus, or none of the above, our contributors stand
behind their beliefs by putting their name on their writing and on the
masthead. We offer an alternative point of view. We write, we debate,
and, hopefully, we entertain.
Random Tufts Student does none of the above. Sadly, Tufts
knows very little about this prime example of how not to be a
journalist. Several women around the SOURCE office insist that his
comments are too daft to come from a female, so we have assumed
he is a man—a very bitter, unimportant man. We don’t know whether
he is an upper or underclassman or if he is a graduate returning to rant
about politics from the past. We know one thing, however: his
cowardice, his ignorance, and his poor writing have earned him the
title of Fool on the Hill.

?

Introduction to campus politics:

a front.

affront.

THE PRIMARY

SOURCE
Ideas NOT Courtesy of Big Brother.
Vive la resistance:
Call Alyssa at 627-7408 or
come to our weekly meetings
Tuesdays, 9 pm in the Zamparelli Room,
Mayer Campus Center.
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NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE
I wish there was a knob on the TV to turn up the
intelligence. There’s a knob called "brightness,"
but it doesn’t work.
—Gallagher
Politicians are the same all over. They promise
to build a bridge even where there is no river.
—Nikita Khrushchev
The most exciting phrase to hear in science, the
one that heralds new discoveries, is not “Eureka”
but “That’s funny ...”
—Isaac Asimov
It is easier to be a “humanitarian” than to
render your own country its proper due; it is
easier to be a “patriot” than to make your
community a better place to live in; it is easier
to be a “civic leader” than to treat your own
family with loving understanding; for the smaller
the focus of attention, the harder the task.
—Sydney J. Harris
A revolutionary organization must always
remember that it’s objective is not getting
people to listen to speeches by expert leaders,
but getting them to speak for themselves.
—Guy Debord
If you think the United States has stood still,
who built the largest shopping center in the
world?
—Richard M. Nixon
To invent, you need a good imagination and a
pile of junk.
—Thomas Edison
A great many people think they are thinking
when they are merely rearranging their
prejudices.
—William James
A wise and frugal government, which shall
restrain men from injuring one another; shall
leave them otherwise free to regulate their own
pursuits of industry and improvement.
— Thomas Jefferson

Everytime history
the price of it doubles.
—unknown

repeats

itself,

I must stand up in search of the truth, if I don’t,
I only roll with the flow of the lie and make it
stronger.
—Sovereign
Try not to have a good time...This is supposed
to be educational.
—Charles Schulz
Health nuts are going to feel stupid someday,
lying in hospitals dying of nothing.
—Redd Foxx
I love Saturday morning cartoons, what classic
humour! This is what entertainment is all about
... Idiots, explosives and falling anvils.
—Calvin

Now there’s three things you can do in a
baseball game: you can win or you can lose or
it can rain.
—Casey Stengel
All the Constitution guarantees is the pursuit of
happiness. You have to catch up to it by
yourself.
—Benjamin Franklin
If you want to know how stupid people are, just
think how stupid the average person is and
realize that half of them are stupider.
—George Carlin
The optimum committee has no members.
—Norman Augustine
Last year I was Bambi, this year Stalin. From
Disneyland to dictatorship in 12 short months.
—Tony Blair

Nearly all men can stand adversity, but if you
want to test a man’s character, give him power.
—Abraham Lincoln

An informed electorate is our insurance for
electing responsible representation.
—Gary J. English

I don’t mind what Congress does, as long as
they don’t do it in the streets and frighten the
horses.
—Victor Hugo

Neither a wise man nor a brave man lies down
on the tracks of history to wait for the train of
the future to run over him.
—Dwight D. Eisenhower

College football is a game which would be
much more interesting if the faculty played
instead of the students, and even more
interesting if the trustees played. There would
be a great increase in broken arms, legs, and
necks, and simultaneously an appreciable
diminution in the loss to humanity.
—H. L. Mencken

If liberals can’t beat you, if they’re losing on the
issues, they do one of two things. They either
call you a bigot or a racist. Or they sue you.
—J.C. Watts

I have hardly ever known a mathematician who
was able to reason.
—Stephen Hawking

That rifle on the wall of the laborer’s cottage or
working class flat is the symbol of democracy.
It is our job to see that it stays there!
—George Orwell

The size of the federal budget is not an
appropriate barometer of social conscience or
charitable concern.
—Ronald Reagan

If you don’t crack the shell, you can’t eat the
nut.
—Persian Proverb

Success is getting what you want, but happiness
is wanting what you get.
—W.P. Kinsella

